
COURSE TITLE : FABRIC STRUCTURE
COURSE CODE : 3103
COURSE CATEGORY :           B
PERIODS/WEEK : 6
PERIODS/SEMESTER : 108
CREDITS :            6

TIME SCHEDULE

MODULE TOPIC PERIODS
I Plain and Twill Weaves 26

Test I 1
II Toweling Fabrics 26

Test II 1
III Compound Structure 26

Test III 1
IV Perforated Fabrics& Jacquard Designs 26

Test IV 1
TOTAL 108

OBJECTIVES

On completion of the course the student will be able to understand

MODULE I
1.0   PLAIN AND TWILL WEAVES
1.1   Use of point paper for textile designing.
1.2   Express the way in which designs, draft, lighting plan, denting plan etc are reproduced
in

design paper.
1.3   Analyse the classification of drafts like straight draft, broken draft, point draft and mixed
draft.
1.4   Develop Rib and Cord effect from plain weave.
1.5   Construct Wrap Rib Weaves, Weft Rib Weaves and Mat weave by modification of plain
weave.
1.6   Discuss general features of twill weaves.
1.7   Construct twill weaves using different motifs.
1.8   Analyze the general classification of twill weaves like warp faced, weft faced, even
faced,

steep twill,  flat twill, left hand twill, right hand twill, simple twill and compound
twills.
1.9   Identify the modification of twill wave and construct satin , sateen, cork screw,
combined , f igured, zigzag,diamond, broken, broken and reversed twills .
1.10  Show the draft applicable for the above.
1.11  State the influence of twist of yarn on the prominence of twill lines.

MODULE. II
2.0  TOWELLING FABRICS
2.1   State the general requirements of a toweling fabric.
2.2   Construct weaves like Honey comb, Huck- a - back and pile fabrics - 3 pick,4 pick and 5



pick
terry pile.

2.3  Construct ordinary and Brighton Honey comb and Compare them.
2.4   Discuss the construction of Devon’s Huck-a -back,10X10 Huck-a- back and Honey
comb

Huck- a -back.
2.5   Suggest draft specially applicable to the above weaves.
2.6   State the general features of pile fabric and their classification like velvet, velveteen,
wrap pile,

weft pile,terry pile.
2.7   Construction of 2 pick to a wire, 3 pick to a wire and fast warp pile.
2.8   Differentiate warp pile and weft pile structures.
2.9   State the importance of cutting and finishing in the production of weft piles –velveteen.
2.10  Construct different examples of plain back velveteen and twill back velveteen.
2.11  Discuss general characteristics of crepe weaves.
2.12  Construct crepe weaves.
2.13.1 By adding marks to sateen bases.
2.13.2 By combining plain threads with floating weaves.
2.13.3 By placing one weave over another.
2.13.4 By reversing a small unit.
2.15    Discuss the chemical treatment used to impart crepe effect.
2.16    State the principle of weaving seer–sucker

MODULE.III.
3.0   COMPOUND STRUCTURES
3.1   State the general features of Bedford cord fabrics.
3.2   Construct plain face Bedford cord and twill face Bedford cord.
3.3   Construct wadded bed ford cords and develop their drafts .
3.4   Discuss the function of cutting ends, face ends and wadding ends.
3.5   State the general features of pique fabrics.
3.6   Differentiate pique fabrics from Bedford cord fabrics.
3.7   Discuss the function of face, cutting, wadding and back picks.
3.8   Construct and discuss plain one shuttle pique, coarse cut pique, fine cut pique, wadded
pique

and backed pique.
3.9   Identify the system of drafting and denting application to the above weaves.
3.10  Discuss the additional attachments required in a loom to weave Bedford cord and pique.
3.11  Discuss and construct double cloth, double width cloth, tubular cloth, treble and
interchanging

double cloth.
3.12  Apply extra wrap and extra weft figuring for ornamentation.
3.13  Discuss stripe figuring, all over figuring and spot figuring .
3.14  Identify small motifs and draw example of the figuring in the design record.
3.15  Discuss the feature of toilet quilt fabrics.
3.16  Construct examples for 2 pick and 3 pick toilet quilts.

MODULE.IV.
4.0   PERFORATED FABRICS AND JACQUARD DESIGNS.
4.1   Define perforated fabrics and their use.
4.2   Construct 3 X 3, 4 X 4, 5 X 5 mock leno weaves and state how they produce perforated



fabrics.
4.3   Identify the draft and denting plan for these weaves .
4.4   State the principle of cross weaving.
4.5   Show the standard diagram of the cloth structure drafting and lifting plan for plain
gauze,

cellular leno and net or spider leno.
4.6   Apply designs for representing the above weave.
4.7   Discuss the formation of cross sheds and open shed on bottom doup heald shedding.
4.8   Differentiate mock leno and huck –a – back and compare their draft and lighting plan.
4.9   Discuss the general characteristics of a Jacquard design.
4.10  Identify the steps involved in reproducing the design from a given design or a given
cloth.
4.11  State the method of enlarging a given motif  in to a final Jacquard design.
4.12  Show the painting of ground weaves.
4.13  Evaluate the use of satin weaves in Jacquard designs.

The student should maintain a design record covering the entire subject and all the design
specified in the         curriculum. Quality particulars of standard designs and cloth should be
collected and recorded.

CONTENT OUTLINE

MODULE I
1.0  PLAIN AND TWILL WEAVES
Application of Point paper in textile Designing - count of point paper and definition. -
design, draft, lifting plan and denting plan.- straight draft, broken draft, point draft, mixed
draft.- plain weave,
warp rib weaves, weft rib weaves and mat weaves , modification of plain weaves.- twill
weaves-Classification - Warp faced twill.- Weft faced twill- Even faced twill- Steep twill- Flat
twill- Left hand twill- Right hand twill- Simple twill- Compound twill- Modification of twill
weaves- Satin and sateen designs- Warp Cork- screw and weft Cork-screw designs-
Combined twills- Figured twill- Zigzag twills- Diamond twills- Broken twills- Broken and
reversed twill- Drafts for the above designs- Influence of yarn twist on the prominance of
twill lines.

MODULE. II
2.0. TOWELLING FABRICS
General requirements of a towelling fabric- Weaves used for towelling fabrics-
Construction of 3-pick terry, 4-pick terry and, 5-pick terry- Construction of ordinary honey
comb, Brightons honey comb- Features of Huck – a – Back fabrics- Construction of Devon’s
Huck– a– Back, 10 X 10 Huck– a– Back, Honey comb Huck – a- Back weaves, Reversible
Huck – a- back weaves- Drafts applicable to the above designs- Features of pile fabric-
Classification- Construction of Velvet, Velveteen- True warp pile, Two pick to a wire,
Three pick to a wire, Fast true warp pile, Half the pile over each wire- Differentiate warp pile
and weft pile structures- Importance of cutting and finishing in the production of weft piles–
velveteen- Classification of velveteens- Construct Plain back, Twill back, Corded, Corded
velveteen with twill as ground weaves- Features of crepe weaves- Different systems of
constructing crepe weaves- By adding marks to satin weaves, Combining plain threads with a
floating weave, Inserting one weave over another, Reversing a small repeat, Chemical
treatments used to impart crepe effects- Principle of seer sucker fabrics.



MODULE.III.
3.0. COMPOUND STRUCTURES.
General features of Bedford cord fabrics- Construction of plain face Bedford cord, Twill face
Bedford cord, . Wadded Bedford cord and develop their drafts- Functions of cutting ends,
face ends and wadding ends- Features of Pique fabrics- Differentiate pique fabrics and
Bedford cord fabrics- Functions of cutting, face, wadding and back picks- Construction of
various types of pique fabrics, Plain one shuttle of pique, Coarse cut pique, Fine cut pique,
Wadded pique, Backed pique- System of Drafting and Denting applicable to above weaves-
Additional attachments required in a loom to weave Bedford cord and Pique fabrics-
Importance of Double, Open Double width, Treble, Tubular and Interchanging double cloth-
Construct Double cloth, Double width cloth, Tubular ,  Treble, Interchanging Double cloth-
Importance of extra warp and extra weft figuring in ornamentation of fabrics- Importance of
All over figuring, Stripe figuring and Spot figuring- Features of Toilet Quilt fabrics-
Construct examples for 2 pick, and 3 pick Toilet Quilt.

MODULE.IV.
4.0  PERFORATED FABRICS AND JACQUARD DESIGNS.
Perforated fabrics- Uses- Construct 3 X 3, 4 X 4, 5X5 Mock- Leno- Draft and Denting plan-
Speciality of denting for Mock-leno designs- Principles of Cross weaving- Application of
Doup Healds- Differentiate Gauze and Leno- Standard diagram of the cloth structure,
Drafting and liftig plan for Plain Gauze, Cellular leno, Net leno/ Spider leno- Various types of
sheds formed in cross weaving- Plain shed, Open shed and Cross shed formed in cross
weaving with bottom douping- Differentiate mock leno and huck- a- back and compare their
draft and lifting plan- Importance and general characteristics of Jacquard designs- Steps
involved in the reproduction of Jacquard design from Jacquard cloth- Steps involved in the
reproduction of Jacquard design from motif designs.

The student should maintain a design record covering the entire subject and all the
design specified in the curriculum. Quality particulars of standard designs and cloth
should be collected and recorded.

REFFERENCE BOOKS

1. Grammar of Textile Design - NISBERT
2. Textile Design and Color - WATSON
3. Advanced Textile Design - WATSON
4. Cloth Construction - TEXTILE INSTITUTE


